help serve the transformation of human consciousness

Conference Designer & Team Focaliser
full time residential position
This job advert is written in acknowledgement of the
individuals that over the span of our history have carried
an FF conference impulse to fruition - the visionaries,
attuners, organisers, managers, administrators,
dedicated volunteers of all kinds, organisational partners
and collaborators and all beings that have contributed to
this long line of impactful gatherings in the midst of our
very potent transformational field.
For decades, the FF Conference Team has shaped and
facilitated these offerings and at this moment in time,
we give thanks to the current constellation of coworkers
who are now completing their time in the conference
office on a very high note - with the delivery of the
massively successful CCC19 conference! Thank you
Sohini, Graham, John W, Britta, Barbara & Karen L for
your vibrant dedication and very skillful navigation!
As we look to the future, asking ourselves what the
spiritual work of our time will be, a vision is forming for
the kind of FF Conferences we want to develop for 2020
and beyond.
We imagine an annual conference wholly led by the FF
on both the content and logistics side - drawing from
our core impulse and principles and in cooperation with
aligned collaborators. This conference will be held at
the same week every year and we’ll build the line-up of
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contributors and themes gradually in the months leading
up, in order to respond to the zeitgeist and to enable us to
facilitate emergence. We want these conferences to build
collective capacity to embody a We consciousness and
to have real transformative and positive impact in the
world. Beyond the conference, we envision a continued
facilitation of networks that have been created, projects
that want to grow and participants that want to further
the conversations and learning.
You are the right person if the paragraph above speaks
to you, and you have availability and desire to spend the
next two years of your life designing and ensuring the
impactful delivery of such conferences and to build and
lead a competent team to do so. If this is you, you’ll likely
have some background that is relevant, along with some
immersion time within the FF, either recently or in the
past.
This is a full-time residential position - open to existing
and former staff and senior Leaps. We are seeking a
minimum commitment of 2 years, with a standard trial
period of 6 months.
CV and cover letter to Sophie at
programme.manager@findhorn.org
Closing date 14 June

